




ABOUT AM CONSULTING
AM Consulting is a career launcher and a 
mentoring platform for students, offering 
them the right guidance, mentorship, test 
preparation and counseling, thereby helping 
them realize their true potential. We work 
with our students in understanding their 
strengths and interests and accordingly 
design a career path for them. Your success 
is our number one priority and that’s why 
we work hard in the entire study abroad 
process, right from helping you choose the 
best universities to guiding you in test 
preparation. Our strength lies in the
personalized attention that we give to each 
and every application, thereby helping our 
students secure admits in the top 
universities around the world.

ABOUT OUR MENTOR
Our mentor, Mr. Arjun Modi brings along 
with him vast amounts of knowledge and 
international experience. He has completed 
his MBA (Finance) from the University of 
New York, and has worked on Wall Street, 
giving him a deep understanding of the 
entire process of studying abroad. He is 
personally involved in the application 
process of each and every student, making 
sure the students get admitted to the top 
schools all around the world.



Our MENTORSHIP program:
 
AM Consulting will be deeply involved in every stage of 
our students’ study abroad journey.

We guide, counsel and prepare a customized career 
roadmap for each student
We offer test preparation with an extremely small batch 
size thereby giving highly personalized attention to our 
students
We work alongside the student to understand their 
interests, analyze their strengths, discuss the career 
options available and then help make the best choice 
possible
Our mentor, Mr. Arjun Modi keeps a track of the 
progress made by each and every one of our students 
and guides them even after they have started their 
courses abroad
We also help students secure internships while they are 
studying abroad by connecting them with our alumni
We also help our students secure accommodation 
abroad

DIPLOMA

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE (MD/MBBS) 

A FEW OF THE COURSES WE GUIDE OUR STUDENTS FOR

MASTERS PROGRAMS (MS)

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS (BS)

MBA

PhD



1. HOLISTIC CAREER COUNSELING

At AM Consulting, we work with our students in identifying 
their career goals and enlightening them on the skill sets they 
need to turn their dreams into a reality. Our expert counselors 
help our students understand their strengths and weaknesses, 
enlighten them about suitable career options available to them 
and finally get them admission into the best academic 
programs suiting their profile and career aspirations.

2. ESSAYS, LORS, SOPS, RESUMES

The application essays, letter of Recommendations (LORs), 
Statement of Purpose (SOP) and the resume are one of the 
most important parts of any student’s university application 
process. The admission committee places tremendous 
weightage on each of them while making their admission as 
well as scholarship decisions. Hence, we at AM Consulting give 
a lot of importance to the University specific essays, LORs, 
SOPs, and the resumes of our students. Our team goes through 
every essay and personalizes it as per the student’s profile. 
Once the essays are reviewed and assessed by our content 
team, our mentor, Mr. Arjun Modi personally goes through 
each one of them and finalizes them. The multiple stage 
process helps our students secure admits to the best 
universities world over.

3. APPLICATION 101

During the application process, we advise our students to apply 
to a good number of universities abroad. Each university and 
each program has extremely specific application requirements 
and hence it can get daunting for many students. 
At AM Consulting, we guide and provide personalized attention 
the application process of each and every one of our students. 
We keep a track of each and every application deadline and 
other important university specific requirements that our 
students have to fulfill.

OUR SERVICES



4. FINANCIAL PLANNING

Education abroad is a huge financial investment and we 
understand that more than any other consultant out there. 
AM Consulting works with the students and their parents and 
helps them plan their financial strategy. We have tie-ups with 
various financial institutions, whereby we can help and assist 
the students to secure education loans at the most 
competitive rates possible. 
AM Consulting also assists students with regards to their 
travel, insurance and forex requirements.    

5. TEST PREPARATION

We offer test preparation services for GRE, IELTS, TOEFL and 
SAT to our students. We offer highly personalized test 
preparation wherein the batch size is extremely small which 
results in individual attention for our students.

6. SCHOLARSHIPS

We at AM Consulting strongly believe that every deserving 
student should get a chance to study abroad and make their 
dream a reality. We believe that no student should be left 
behind because of a lack of financial resources at his or her 
disposal. Hence, we at AM Consulting have come up with 
strategies and scholarship specific research to ensure that all 
our students are able to realize their dream of studying abroad.



7. PROFILE BUILDING

We believe that every student has great potential but some 
don’t work towards realizing that potential. At AM Consulting, 
we encourage and guide every student to build on their 
existing profile to help them strengthen their candidature 
which is needed in order to secure admits to the best 
universities abroad.

9. INTERVIEW PREPARATION

A number of universities also conduct personal interviews with 
the students as part of their application. At AM Consulting, we 
do mock interview sessions with our students, helping them ace 
these interviews.

8. SCHOOLS AND PROGRAM SELECTION

There are thousands of colleges, universities and schools all 
around the world offering a plethora of degrees, diplomas and 
courses. This can be extremely confusing and daunting for any 
student. At AM Consulting, we understand the student’s career 
goals and aspirations and then accordingly help them select 
the universities that are best suited to their academic as well 
as financial position.



10. VISA COUNSELING

Once our students secure admits to their dream universities, 
they have one final step to clear before they are on their way 
to greatness. That is getting their student visa. This is one of 
the most important steps in the whole study abroad 
application process. At AM Consulting, we assist our students 
in getting all the paperwork done, helping them with the visa 
application process and aiding them in showcasing their 
financial capabilities. Finally, we hold multiple rounds of mock 
VISA interviews with each of our students in order for them to 
secure their visa without any problem. This detailed visa 
counseling process ensures an outstanding success rate for 
our company.

11. PRE-DEPARTURE ORIENTATION

Going abroad for further studies means a whole lot of 
excitement as well as anxiety for students. As the students 
move away from the comfort of their home and into a 
completely new setting, things can look daunting. We 
understand this and hence, we make sure to provide a 
pre-departure orientation to our students, guiding them about 
everything from studying, to working, to cooking, doing their 
laundry and about finding accommodation as well. Our mentor, 
Mr. Arjun Modi personally guides the students through the 
DO’s and DON’T’s for each and every country, thereby 
preparing the students and enabling them to have a wonderful 
study abroad experience.

12. POST LANDING SERVICES

We believe in mentoring and guiding our students every step of 
the way, no matter where they are and in which part of the 
world. AM Consulting makes every effort possible to help our 
students in getting research or graduate assistantships, resume 
drafting services for internships as well as visitor visa 
counseling and travel arrangement services for parents. Finally 
we try our best to help our students to secure a job or 
internship with putting them in touch with past AM Consulting 
alumni.



A FEW OF THE COUNTRIES WE SEND OUR STUDENTS TO

37, Vora Bhavan, 2nd floor, King’s Circle, Above 
Subway, Matunga East, Mumbai - 400019

+91 9137282934 / +91 8879068962

Email: info@amodiconsulting.com

www.amodiconsulting.com

Timings: Mon - Sat: 10 am - 8 pm
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